
Members of the MBTA Fiscal Management and Control Board,  
 

Thank you for your service to the Commonwealth and continuous work to manage our 
complex and vital transportation infrastructure. I recognize the immense challenges faced by the 
MBTA, particularly given the unprecedented public health and economic crisis that came as a 
result of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, I have grave concerns and write in opposition to 
several issues in your proposed plan known as Forging Ahead. 
 

Public transit is a lifeline to hundreds of thousands of folks throughout Greater Boston 
and especially in my district which includes the South End, Roxbury, Fenway, and Back Bay 
neighborhoods of Boston. The expensive parking costs and sheer density of the district make 
parking inaccessible to many. Public transportation has been and remains a necessary public 
good to my constituents, many of whom are essential workers and frontline service providers. 
Furthermore, I represent a large contingent of vulnerable populations, including the elderly and 
disabled, that depend on a functioning public transportation system. In fact, I too am an avid 
MBTA rider, taking the #43 bus to work at the State House or #1 to Boston Medical Center 
where I work as an ER physician. 
 

While I oppose the service reductions across the board, I want to specifically highlight 
the cuts that will drastically affect my community. First, the reduction in service times of the 
Orange Line will further isolate the Black and Latino communities that disproportionately utilize 
this service, many of whom are essential workers in and around Boston. Second, Tremont Street 
(serviced by bus route #43) and Washington Street (serviced by the Silver Line) are home to a 
higher percentage of small businesses and commuters when compared to surrounding areas. 
Reducing public transportation options in this area will decrease economic activity and further 
strain many of the restaurants and stores struggling to survive. The #43 bus also serves a large 
number of affordable housing units which will limit their public transportation access and 
exacerbate the economic inequity already worsened by the pandemic. Similarly, the #55 bus 
serves as a lifeline for many elderly and disabled neighbors who cannot access the Green Line. 



 
Lastly, I worry that the timeline for these cuts would render them not only ineffective but 

counterproductive. The current expectation is to begin cutting service in March, just as 
COVID-19 vaccines are expected to begin ramping up with some estimates targeting April as the 
date when the vaccine will be generally available. To initiate cuts just as ridership will begin to 
climb again would hurt the MBTA’s potential revenue stream, harm our transit riders who rely 
on service to get to work, and limit our small business’ ability to recover. 
 

While I understand the challenges faced by the MBTA, my hope is that we not allow the 
proposed initiatives to impede equitable and sustainable transportation policy. The MBTA is a 
public utility and will serve as the lynchpin to a swift and equitable economic recovery. 
Instituting these cuts will only hamper our economic development and will disproportionately 
harm our vulnerable communities. 
 

Thank you again for your dedication to public service and your continuous work to 
manage our critical public infrastructure. I look forward to hearing from you and working 
together to address the Commonwealth’s public transportation needs.  
 
 
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
Jon Santiago, MD MPH 
State Representative  
9th Suffolk District - Boston 


